Configure RADIUS and TACACS+ for GUI and CLI Authentication on 9800 Wireless LAN Controllers
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Introduction

This document describes how to configure a 9800 Wireless LAN Controllers (WLC) for RADIUS or TACACS+ external authentication when accessing its Graphic User Interface (GUI) or Command Line Interface (CLI).

Background Information

When an user is trying to access the CLI or the GUI of the WLC, it will be prompted to input a username and password.

By default these credentials are compared against the local database of users, which is present on device itself.

Alternatively the WLC can be instructed to compare the input credentials against a remote AAA server: the WLC can either talk to the server using RADIUS or TACACS+.

Prerequisites

Requirements

Cisco recommends that you have knowledge of these topics:

- Catalyst Wireless 9800 configuration model
AAA, RADIUS and TACACS+ concepts

Components Used

The information in this document is based on these software and hardware versions:

- C9800-CL v16.10
- ISE 2.2.0

Configurations

In this example we will configure two types of users on the AAA server (ISE), respectively 'adminuser' and 'helpdeskuser'.

The user 'adminuser' is expected to be granted full access to the WLC, whereas the 'helpdeskuser' is meant to only be granted monitor privileges to the WLC, hence no configuration access.

First we will do the configurations on the WLC and on ISE for a RADIUS authentication, and later we will do the same for TACACS+.

RADIUS WLC configuration

Step 1. Declare the RADIUS server

First of all we need to create the RADIUS server ISE on the WLC.

This can be done from the GUI WLC page https://<WLC-IP>/webui/#/aaa:

A popup window will open, where you can type the server name (it does not have to match the ISE system name), its IP address, the shared secret, and the port being used for authentication and accounting, along with other parameters.

From CLI:

```
paolo-9800(config)#radius server labISE
paolo-9800(config-radius-server)# address ipv4 10.48.71.92 auth-port 1812 acct-port 1813
paolo-9800(config-radius-server)# key Cisco123
```

Step 2. Map the RADIUS server to a Server Group
In case you have multiple RADIUS servers that can be used for authentication, it is recommended to map all these servers to the same Server Group: the WLC will then take care of load balancing different authentications among the servers in the server group.

From the same GUI tab:

In the popup, give a name to the group, and move the desired servers to the Assigned list.

From CLI:

```
paolo-9800(config)#aaa group server radius radGroup
paolo-9800(config-sg-radius)# server name labISE
```

Step 3. Create a AAA authentication login method pointing to the RADIUS server group

Always in the GUI page https://<WLC-IP>/webui/#/aaa, move to the AAA Method list tab, and create the Authentication method:

In the popup, give a name to the method, choose type as 'login', and assign the group server created in the previous step.

Note:
if you select Group Type as 'local' the WLC will first check the if the user exists locally, and will then fallback to the server group

CLI:

```
paolo-9800(config)#aaa authentication login radAuthMethod local group radGroup
```

If you select Group Type as 'group', and no fallback to local option checked, the WLC will just check the user against the server group

CLI:

```
paolo-9800(config)#aaa authentication login radAuthMethod group radGroup
```

If you select Group Type as 'group', and the fallback to local option is checked, the WLC will check the user against the server group, and will query the local database only if the server is not responding: if the server sends a reject, the user won't be authenticated, even though it may exists on the local database

CLI:

```
paolo-9800(config)#aaa authentication login radAuthMethod group radGroup local
```

In this example setup, we have some users which are only created locally, and some users only on the ISE server, hence we use the first option.

Step 4. Create a AAA authorization exec method pointing to the RADIUS server group

The user has to be also authorized in order to be granted access. From the same tab:

Use the same order of local/group being used for the authentication method in the previous step, and choose type as 'exec'.

From CLI:

```
paolo-9800(config)#aaa authorization exec radAuthzMethod local group radGroup
```

Step 5. Assign the methods to the HTTP configurations and to the VTY lines used for Telnet/SSH

These steps cannot be done from GUI, hence they need to be done from CLI.
• For the GUI authentication:
  
  paolo-9800(config)#ip http authentication aaa login-authentication radAutheMethod
  paolo-9800(config)#ip http authentication aaa exec-authorization radAuthzMethod

• For Telnet/SSH authentication:
  
  paolo-9800(config)#aaa authorization exec radAuthzMethod local group radGroup

  Note: when doing changes to the HTTP configurations, it is best to restart the HTTP and HTTPS services:
  
  paolo-9800(config)#aaa authorization exec radAuthzMethod local group radGroup

RADIUS ISE configuration

Step 1. Configure the WLC as network device for RADIUS:

In the new window, add the IP address, select RADIUS, and type the same shared secret used on the WLC.

Step 2. Create an authorization result, to return the privilege

In order to do configurations, 'adminuser' needs to have a privilege level of 15, which will allow to access the exec prompt shell.

The other user instead, 'helpdeskuser' will not need exec prompt shell access, and it can be assigned a privilege level lower than 15.

To do so, create an authorization profile result for 'adminuser':

Especially, the profile for 'adminuser' has to look like:
Create then a similar one for the 'helpdeskuser', changing only the string 'shell:priv-lvl=15' to 'shell:priv-lvl=X', and replace X with the desired privilege level.

In this example, we use 1.

Step 3. Create the users on ISE:

The credentials given to the users will be the ones that you will type in the WLC later when authenticating.
Step 4. Authenticate the users:

In this scenario the default authentication policy rule of ISE preconfigured is already allowing default network access, hence there is no need to change it:

Step 5. Authorize the users:

After the login attempt passes the authentication policy, it needs to be authorized, and ISE needs to return the authorization profile created earlier (permit accept, along with the privilege level).

In this example, we filter the login attempt based on the device IP address (which is the WLC IP address), and distinguish the privilege level to be granted based on the username.

Another valid approach would be to assign all the admin users to a certain group, and to grant privilege level 15 only to the users belonging to such group.

Tacacs+ WLC configuration

Step 1. Declare the Tacacs+ server

First of all we need to create the Tacacs+ server ISE on the WLC.

This can be done from the GUI WLC page [https://<WLC-IP>/webui/#/aaa](https://<WLC-IP>/webui/#/aaa) :
A popup window will open, where you can type the server name (it does not have to match the ISE system name), its IP address, the shared key, and the port being used and the timeout.

From CLI:

```
paolo-9800(config)#aaa authorization exec radAuthzMethod local group radGroup
```

Step 2. Map the Tacacs+ server to a Server Group

In case you have multiple Tacacs+ servers that can be used for authentication, it is recommended to map all these servers to the same Server Group; the WLC will then take care of load balancing different authentications among the servers in the server group.

From the same GUI tab:

Authentication Authorization and Accounting

```
[Add] [Delete]
```

In the popup, give a name to the group, and move the desired servers to the Assigned list.

From CLI:

```
paolo-9800(config)#aaa authorization exec radAuthzMethod local group radGroup
```

Step 3. Create a AAA authentication login method pointing to the Tacacs+ server group

Always in the GUI page https://<WLC-IP>/webui/#/aaa, move to the AAA Method list tab, and create the Authentication method:

```
[AAA Wizard]
```

```
[Add] [Delete]
```

In the popup, give a name to the method, choose type as 'login', and assign the group server created in the previous step.

Note:
- if you select Group Type as 'local' the WLC will first check if the user exists locally, and will then fallback to the server group

From CLI:

```
paolo-9800(config)#aaa authorization exec radAuthzMethod local group radGroup
```

```
[AAA Wizard]
```

```
[Add] [Delete]
```

In the popup, give a name to the method, choose type as 'login', and assign the group server created in the previous step.

Note:
- if you select Group Type as 'local' the WLC will first check if the user exists locally, and will then fallback to the server group

From CLI:
If you select Group Type as 'group', and no fallback to local option checked, the WLC will just check the user against the server group

CLI:

If you select Group Type as 'group', and the fallback to local option is checked, the WLC will check the user against the server group, and will query the local database only if the server is not responding; if the server sends a reject, the user won't be authenticated, even though it may exists on the local database

CLI:

In this setup, some users are only created locally and some users only on the ISE server, hence we use the first option.

Step 4. Create a AAA authorization exec method pointing to the Tacacs+ server group

The user has to be also authorized in order to be granted access. From the same tab:

Authentication Authorization and Accounting

Use the same order of local/group being used for the authentication method in the previous step, and choose type as 'exec'.

From CLI:

Step 5. Assign the methods to the HTTP configurations and to the VTY lines used for Telnet/SSH

These steps cannot be done from GUI, hence they need to be done from CLI.

- For the GUI authentication:

- For Telnet/SSH authentication:

Note: when doing changes to the HTTP configurations, it is best to restart the HTTP and HTTPS services:

Tacacs+ ISE configuration

Step 1. Configure the WLC as network device for Tacacs+:
Note that in this example, the WLC is already added for RADIUS, hence click on edit, and scroll down to TACACS Authentication Settings, and add the needed secret:

![TACACS Authentication Settings](image)

Note: in order to use ISE as TACACS+ server, you must have a Device Administration license package, and either a Base or a Mobility license.

Also, once the licenses are installed, you must enable the Device Admin feature for the node. To do so, edit the node deployment node under Administrator > Deployment, and check the box:

![Device Admin](image)

Step 2. Create TACACS Profiles, to return the privilege

In order to do configurations, 'adminuser' needs to have a privilege level of 15, which will allow to access the exec prompt shell. The other user instead, 'helpdeskuser' will not need exec prompt shell access, and it can be assigned a privilege level lower than 15.

To do so, create TACACS Profiles:
Configure an admin profile with privilege 15 as follows:

**TACACS Profiles > IOS_Admin**

**TACACS Profile**

- **Name**: IOS_Admin
- **Default Privilege**: 15
- **Maximum Privilege**: (Select 0 to 15)
- **Access Control List**: 
- **Auto Command**: 
- **No Escape**: 
- **Timeout**: Minutes (0-9999)
- **Idle Time**: Minutes (0-9999)

**Custom Attributes**

In the Helpdesk profile instead, the Default Privilege is set as 1.

**Step 3. Create the users on ISE:**

This is the same as on step 3 of the RADIUS ISE configuration

**Step 4. Create a Device Admin Policy Set:**
The specific Policy Set "IOS-9800", in this example, filters requests with IP Address equal to the example 9800 IP.

As authentication policy, we leave the Default Rule, and have set up two Authorization rules:

- the first one is triggered when the username is 'adminuser', it permits all commands (via the default 'Permit_all') rule, and it assigns privilege 15 (via 'IOS_Admin')
- the second one is triggered when the username is 'helpdeskuser', it permits all commands (via the default 'Permit_all') rule, and it assigns privilege 15 (via 'IOS_Helpdesk')

Troubleshooting

In order to troubleshoot TACACS+ access to the WLC's GUI or CLI, issue the 'debug tacacs' command, along with 'term mon' and see the live output when a login attempt is made.

A successful login attempt of the 'adminuser' user is shown below:

```
paolo-9800(config)#aaa authorization exec radAuthzMethod local group radGroup
```

It can be seen that the Tacacs+ server returns the correct privilege 'AV priv-lvl=15'

When doing RADIUS authentication, instead, we will have a similar debug output, concerning the RADIUS traffic.

'debug aaa authentication' and 'debug aaa authorization' will instead show which method list is being selected by the WLC when the use tries to login.